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Abstract. If 1ru is a von Neumann algebra on the Hilbert space H 
with a separating vector x in H we show that there is a 1-1 
correspondence between the family of finite von Neumann subalge-
bras of 17v and certain projections P On,x) in 63 (H) , which 
we explicitly characterize in terms of 111- and x • If 1'rU itself 
is finite with x a trace vector for 71'0 the family of projec-
tions P (!lh,x) is closely related to the conditional expectations 
of ')"tv onto the various von Neumann subalgebras of l}n_, · leaving · 
the trace wx I.'J1u invariant. 
1. INTRODUCTION. 
Let 1'1?; be a von Neumann algebra acting on the Hilbert space H 
with a separating vector x E H , i.e, Nx = 0 for M E 1nJ 
implies M = 0 • In [19] and (16] it was shown that there is a 
1 - 1 correspondence between the family of abelian von Neumann 
subalgebras of 1YG and a family of orthogonal projections Q(1~,x) 
in S(H) characterized by the property that q E Q(1n,x) iff 
x E range(q) and I qt}L q is a commutative family of operators, 
The program of this paper is to prove a more general result 
which also will give additional information about the correspond-
ence alluded to above. Specifically, we establish a 1-1 order-
preserving correspondence between the family of finite von Neumann 
* Some of these results are contained in the author's doctoral 
dissertation at the University of Pennsylvania in 1973. The 
author wishes to express his sincere appreciation to Professor 
s.·Sakai, under whose direction the thesis was written, 
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subalgebras of 1'/tt and a family of orthogonal projections p(11t,x) 
in d.l (H) characterized by the property that p E P«;1t, x) iff 
x E range(p) and p1~'p generates a finite von Neumann algebra 
with a separating vector on p(H) (Theorem 4.3). The crucial 
lemma in proving this result is stated in Theorem 4,1 and seems 
to be of some interest in itself. The projections Q(110,x) 
referred to above is a closed subfamily of POYG,x) in the strong-
operator topology. 
We proceed to show that in case I"JrL, itself is a finite 
von Neumann algebra with x a separating trace vector for ~ 
the family of projections P(l)')t_,,x) , which then will be strong-
operator closed, is closely related to the family ~(1~) of 
conditional expectations of 1rU onto the various von Neumann sub-~ 
algebras of ~u which is preserved by the faithful trace wxl~· In 
fact, if we endow ~ (i)')L) with the topology of pointwise conver-
gence in the strong-operator topology it becomes homeomorphic 
with P (G'n,x) in the strong-operator topology (Theorem 5,8) • 
Furthermore, if we restrict ourselves to subalgebras containing 
the center of ·?rz.. this topology is independent of the particular 
trace vector x • Endowing P(1'J,rv,x) and the unitary group 1.iJ 
in <)Fl_, with the strong-operator topology we organize (fU, p(rm,x)), 
and hence NA/, ~ (1)V)) , into a topological transformation group 
(Theorem 5.5). \'le also show that for 1n finite the projections 
P(f/1t,x) are closed under intersection for x any separating 
vector for rm, and we give a counterexample to show that this is 
not true if rnv is not finite. 
In trying to prove the results quoted we are faced with the 
following (profound) question: For tJG a von Neumann algebra 
on H and x a vector in H does each vector z in [UGx] 
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have the form Tx , T being a closed densely-defined operator 
affiliated ~(of. Definition 2,1)? A partial and extremely 
useful answer was obtained by Murray-von Neumann [12; Lemma 9.2.1] 
- an arbitrary vector z in [~x] has the form z = BTx , 
where B is a (bounded) operator in ~ and T is a closed 
densely-defined operator affiliated 00 , We call this result 
the 11 BT-theorem11 and the first, when valid, the "T-theorem" 
(with respect to x) It turns out that for finite von Neumann 
algebras the T-theorem holds, in fact, the validity of the 
T-theorem with respect to all y in [Qexj is equivalent to 
[02x) being a finite projection in &' , of. [8]. 
The T-theorem for finite von Neumann algebras wil follow as 
a corollary of the BT-theorem and the theory of closed densely 
defined operators affiliated a finite von Neumann algebra as 
developed by f1urray-von Neumann [ 12] (of. also [ 18)). We will 
sketch the main features of that theory since we are going to 
make extensive use of it in proving our results, Besides this 
will make this paper more self-contained, 
The elegant proof we give of Lemma 3.4, from which the 
BT-theorem is an immediate corollary, is due to R.V. Kadison 
(unpublished) and we present it here with his kind permission. 
We are also indebted to R.V. Kadison whose questions at the 
Functional Analysis Seminar at the University of Pennsylvania 
(Fall 1973) suggested ideas which led to considerable improvements 
in our original results. 
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2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES. 
By a von Neumann algebra ~ acting on the (complex) Hilbert 
space H we mean a self-adjoint algebra of operators Ge in 
m.(H) , the bounded operators on H , that contains the identity 
operator on H and is closed in the strong-operator topology, 
By the von Neumann Bicommutant Theorem we have (/(, = tJ<, 11 , where 
we denote by .:f' the set of operators in (})(H) commuting with 
a family !F of operators in (j3 (H) • 
We use the symbol (•,•) to denote the inner product in H • 
By a projection in (/;)(H) we will always mean an orthogonal pro-
jection. If p and q are projections in a3(H) onto the 
closed subspaces E and F , respectively, we denote by 
pv q(p/\ q) the projection onto the subspace E@F(E n F), where 
E~F is the smallest closed subspace containing E and F • 
If A is a subset of a topological space we denote by A 
the closure of A • Let X be a subset of the Hjlbert space H 
and let '.F be a family of operators in {3(H). Then we write 
( q:xJ for the closure of the linear span of (FxJFE (F',xEX). 
In particular, if X consists of one point X and g:: is a 
linear family of operators then [§-'x] = (FxJFE !?:} , We will 
interchangeably use the notation (~X] for the orthogonal pro-
jection onto the closed linear subspace (~X] • It will be clear 
from the context what we mean in each case. The range projection 
of an operator A in G3 (H) is the projection onto the subspace 
(A (H)]= range (A). If A is in the von Neumann algebra (}G then 
the range projection of A will be in (R_. 
If x E H we denote by w:x the positive linear functional 
on CD(H) defined by A ... (Ax,x) • We denote by wxll\, the re-
striction of to fR. 
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Throughout this paper concepts and results from the theory 
of von Neumann algebras and * C -algebras will be used quite freely. 
Our general references are the two books by Dixmier [3), [4]. 
We now introduce some terminology and definitions that will 
be useful in the next section. By the term "operator" we will 
mean a linear mapping T defined on a dense linear manifold 
W(T) of the Hilbert space H and with range 6e(T) in H • 
and T2 are two operators we write T1 c T2 if 
c ~(T2 ) and T1 and T2 agree on ~(T1 ). We write 
if ~(T 1 ) = ~(T2 ) and T1 and T2 agree on their 
common domain of definition. 
If S and T are two operators with domains of definition 
~ ( S) and JJ ( T) , respectively, then by definition !0 ( S + T) = 
'iJ (S) n 2) (T) and (S + T)x = Sx + Tx for x E ~ (S + T) • Also, 
,2)(ST) = (xEHjxE lJ(T),TxE£J(S)} and (ST)X= S(Tx) for 
x E £}(ST) • It may well happen that flJ (S+T) (or ~(ST)) is 
not a dense set in H and hence S + T (or ST) is not an operator 
according to the definition we have adopted. However, as we 
shall see in the next section these difficulties evaporates when. 
we deal with operators affiliated a finite von Neumann algebra. 
Definition 2.1. Let 1ru be a von Neumann algebra on H. Let T 
be an operator in H • Then T is affiliated 1fG, in symbols 
T"' II,, ' ].' f MIT c Tt' I f M I E f"·" • 1 rrv , or every u• This is equivalent 
to U IT -- TU I f it t u I • M-l or every un ary opera or 1.n .,v, 
VIe notice that if T is bounded with .q)(T) = H then T niYYL 
is equivalent to T E fh'\.., 
Definition 2.2. Let T be an operator in H • The graph of T 
is the linear subset of HXH defined by C}CT)= (Cx,Tx)lxE &)(T)}. 
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We say that T is closed if Sv(T) is a closed set in H X H • 
We say that T is closable with closure T if the closure of 
~(T) defines an operator T in H • 
Remark. It is a simple observation that T is closed if and 
only if xn ... x , Txn ... y for (xn} in ,£) (T) implies x E ~(T) 
and Tx = y Hence if T is closed and bounded then ~(T) = H 
and so T E {8(H) , 
Definition 2.3. The operator T is said to be symmetric if 
(Tx,y) = (x:,Ty) for every pair of points x,y in 9)(T) 
A symmetric operator T is positive if (Tx,x) z 0 for all 
x E 3)(T) • If T = T* we say T is self-ad,ioint, where J) (T*) 
consists of those y in H such that x ... (Tx,y) , x E cib(T) , 
is a bounded linear functional and T*y is defined by the equa-
tion (Tx,y) = (x,T*y) , X E ;t) (T) 
Remark, It is easily seen that a self-adjoint operator is closed 
and has no proper symmetric extensions [?; Chapter XII). 
We state the following well-known theorems about closed un-
bounded operators, referring to [?; Chapter XII] for proofs. 
Spectral Resolution. Let T be a self-adjoint operator in H 
Then there is a uniquely determined regular countably additive 
projection-valued measure E defined on the Borel sets of the 
real line and related to T by the equations 
and 
co 
~(T) = (xlx E H, J ). 2 (E(d).)x,x) <co} 
-co 
n 
Tx = lim J). (E(dA)x}, XE ~(T) , 
n-+co 
-n 
.. ···. 
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Polar Decomposi1ion. If T is a closed operator in H then T 
can be written in one and only one way as a product T = PA , 
where P is a partial isometry whose initial space is range (T*) 
and whose final space is range (T) , and A is a positive self-
adjoint operator such that range (A) = range (T*) , 
Remarks. It is easy to verify that if T is a self-adjoint 
operator and 'fh.; is a von Neumann algebra then T Y1 'Jw if and only 
if the range of the projection-valued measure E in the spectral 
resolution of T is in 'hv [7; Chapter XII]. We also have that 
if T is a closed operator with polar decomposition T = PA 
then T 11 'ltv if and only if P E 1r0 and A r) 1n, [ 12; Lemma 4. 4. 1 ] • 
From these two observations it follows that if T is a closed 
operator affiliated a von Neuman algebra 'lr~ and x is in 50(T) 
then we can find a sequence of (bounded) operators (Mn} in ?n 
such that Tx = liL. Mnx • 
n 
In the ·next section we are going to consider finite von Neumann 
algebras, i.e, those von Neumann algebras where the only isome-
tries are the unitary operator. This is equivalent to the 
existence of a faithful center-valued trace, of. [3; Chapter III, 
§ 8; 1 J. 
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3. OPERATORS AFFILIATED A FINITE von NEUMANN ALGEBRA. 
This section will contain the basic material for proving our 
results._._ We first prove two simple lemmas that we shall need. 
Lemma 3.1. Let T be an operator in H affiliated 1n, where 
~rL is a von Neumann algebra acting on H • Assume T h~s a 
closure T • Then T n ?-rl . 
Proof. Let y E 2)(T) • Then there is a sequence (xn} in ~(T) 
such that xn _, y and Tx ... n z = 'Ty • Now let M' E 1'Y01 • We 
have M'Txn = TM 1 x for each n • Also M'x _, Mly and n n 
I 
_, M I z I Rl(T) I ~ (T) and TM xn • Since (M xnJ c we have N y E 
TM 1 y = N'z = N1Ty • This shows that N
1T c TN' and so iji f)'l?U • 
Lemma 3.2. Let T be a closed operator in H affiliated both 
<]'Y11 and !fn._2 , where ~ and ~ are von Neumann algebras on H. 
Then Tfl(1}'11_,1 n 'Y~} • 
fl t I fh1111 Proof, We have ( o·t, 1 n '17~} = ('Jn1 U 111..2} • Vle observe that 
AT c TA for any A in the ~--algebra en,.. generated by ??!.~ U ?rl-~ 
Let M 1 E On1 n 'rn.2 } 1 • Then there exists a net (A<t} in Ul...-
converging to M 1 in the strong-opera tor topology. Let x E £) (T). 
Then A Tx = TA x for each <t • 
a a 
Since T is closed we. get that 
Hence M1 T c TM 1 
Now 
M1 x E 
Ax_, M1 x 
(t 
4){T) and 
i ,· 
and ~Tx-+ N1Tx, 
TN'x = M1 Tx , 
Much of the difficulty in manipulations with unbounded opera-
tors lies in the unrelatedness of the domain and range of one such 
operator with the domain of another, When we know that these sets 
have "many" vectors in common, much of the difficulty disappears, 
It turns out that in the case ?n is a finite von Neumann algebra 
the closed operators affiliated ?}u can be manipulated with in 
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much the same way as bounded operators. The key lemma to this 
effect is Lemma 16,2.3 in (12), where finite factors are con-
sidered, By a slight generalization the non-factor case is settled 
in Theorem 3 in (18). Specifically, Murray and von Neumann call 
a dense linear manifold K in the Hilbert space H "essentially 
dense" with respect to the von Neumann algebra 1')1.., if K is the 
union of an ascending sequence cf closed linear manifolds whose 
projections belong to 'i'l'u, We state the basic result: Let ?ru 
be a finite von Neumann algebra on H and let K be essentiall~ 
dense with respect to Jnv. If T is a closed operator affiliated 
?ru then the set ( x E HI x E ¥) ( T), Tx E K} is essentially dense with 
raspect to 1n. For the proof one utilizes the existence of a 
center-valued dimension function for 1ru (or a center-valued 
faithful trace for 'J11.;) • Using this basic result one can show 
that closed operators affiliated ~ can be added, multiplied 
and adjoints taken, and the resulting operators will have essenti-
ally dense domains of definition and be affiliated ~. Besides 
they will be closable and their closures will by Lemma 3.1 again 
be affiliated <m.,, Cf. Theorem 4 in [ 18). 
We need one final result in dealing with closed operators 
affiliated a finite von Neumann algebra. The key lemma is Lemma 
16,4.1 in [12) (or Theorem 5 in [18)) which effectively says that 
a closed symmetric operator affiliated a finite von Neumann algebra 
is self-adjoint (see Definition 2.3). 
This is proved by application of von Neumann's elegant ex-
tension procedure for symmetric operators using the Cayley trans-
form of an operator (14). 
Applying the lemma cited above we can prove the following 
unique extension result, which is essentially the same as Lemma 
16.4.2 in (12) and Corollary 5.1 in (18), 
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Lemma 3.3. Let 1n; be a finite von Neumann algebra on H • 
Let S and T be two closed operators that are affiliated 1r~. 
If S and T agree on a dense set K in H , then S = T • 
Proof. Form the operator S- T • By the discussion above S-T 
will be closable (Theorem 4 (18]) and this closure must be equal 
to 0 by the hypothesis. Hence s and T agree on f})(s) n f)(T) 
which is an essentially dense set with respect to 1n, (Theorem 4 
(18]). Set 
V = S 19) ( S) () 5l ( T) = T '?f) ( S) () ;)') ( T) ' 
As S and T are closed operators, V is closable <With closure 
V • Clearly S and T are extensions of V • It is easily 
verHied that V is affiliated 111_, and by Lemma 3.1 we get 'VfJ'liL, 
Let S = V/B be the polar decomposition of S • Then VI E ?n, 
is a partial isometry with initia:l 'space range (B) and final 
space range (S) , and B is a positive selfadjoint operator 
affiliated 1YV. By associativity of multiplication of unbounded 
operators we get W*S = W*(\'lB) = (W*W)B = B • Hence S = WB = WW*S; 
and as S is an extension of V we also have V = Wltl*V • 
Now w*s = B is self-adjoint, hence it is symmetric, and so W*V 
is symmetric. Besides Vl*V is closed, which follows immediately 
from the observation that Vi'* is a partial isometry with initial 
space range (S) and range (V) c range (S) • Also, W*V. has a 
dense domain of definition and is affiliated~. By Lemma 16.4.1 
in [12] referred to above W*V is self-adjoint, Since B = W*S 
,. 
is a symmetric extension of W*V it follows that W*S = W*V and 
hence S = \'lVl*S = '11'1/*V = V • Analogously we can show T = V • 
This gives us S = T • 
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By using the results established above it is now straight-
forward to show that the family of closed unbounded operators 
affiliated a finite von Neumann algebra form a *-algebra, where 
the closures of S+ T and ST are defined to be the sum and 
product of S and T , respectively, in this algebra. The 
*-operation is the usual one, (Cf. Theorem XV, Chapter XVI (12] 
and Corollary 5.2 (18],) 
The following lemma is a version of the BT-theorem that we 
alluded to in the Introduction. Taken together with the theory 
we have just outlined, we get as a corollary the T-theorem for 
finite von Neumann algebras. 
Lemma 3.4. Let VG be a von Neumann algebra acting on the Hilbert 
space H and let x E H If z E [O(x] there are operators 
V,B in ~. V being self-adjoint, and a vector y in [&xJ 
orthogonal to the null space of V such that Vy = x , By = z • 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that llxll = \\z\1= 1. 
Since z E ((12. x] there are operators fTn} in (}( such that 
= EO T x = z n= n and If then 
(H~) is a monotone increasing sequence of positive invertible 
operators in rR • is the positive square root (in~) of 
Recall that if J and K are positive invertible operators such 
that J < K then K-1 < J-1 (4; p.15]. Hence (H~2 } is a 
monotone decreasing sequence of positive invertible operators 
tending in the strong-operator topology to some operator. Thus 
(H~ 1 } = ((H~2 )t} tends strongly to some positive operator V 
in 02 since each real-valued continuous function f on the real 
line is strong-operator continuous on bounded sets of self-adjoint 
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operators (11], In this case f(t) equals 0 for t < 0 and 
{t for t > 0 • Note that 
Thus the sequence (Hnx} lies in the ball of radius 43 in H 
which is a weakly compact set in H • Hence some subnet {Hn 1 x} 
converges weakly to a vector y' in H , Clearly y' E [(t x] • 
We assert that Vy' = x , In fact, let E > 0 and a vector w 
in H be given. There is a positive integer N such that 
!IH~ 1w- Vwjj < t if n > N and j(Hn 1 x-y',Vw)j < ~ if n';: N, 
Then with n' > N, I(Hn 1 x,Vw)- (~ 1 x,H~~w)l = /(Hn 1x,Vw)-(x,w)l!> 
I!Hn,xjjjjVw- H~~w!! !> t II Hn 1xll ~ ~ • In addition, 
/(y•,Vw)-(Hn 1x,Vw)/ <~ so that /(y',Vw)-(x,w)/ < E, i.e, 
I (Vy' - x,w) j < E , Thus (Vy 1 - x,w) = 0 for all w and hence 
v·y• = x • For fixed n and m > n we have 
= < I • 
(We have used that if A < B then C*AC < C*BC for any operators 
A,B and C [4; p.14].) 
0 .::: 
Since H-1 ... V 
m 
4nVT~TnV !> I , 
in the strong-operator topology, we have 
Thus 2ni/Tn VII ~ 1 and so IITn VII !> ~ 
2 
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Thus converges in the norm topology to an operator B 
in (/0 , Hence z = = ro L: T x = L: T Vy 1 =By' , 
n=o n n=o n 
Replacing Y' by 
its projection y on the orthogonal complement of the null space 
of V we have Vy = X and 
Since the pro j eo tion q on [ {f(. x] is in r.R..,' and y' E [02, x], 
it follows that y E [~.x] • In fact, let p be the projection 
onto the null space of V • Then p E (}<. and y = (1- p)y' = 
(1- p)qy' = q(1- p)y' E [£'R.x] , 
This concludes the proof. 
Corollar;y 1 {BT-theorem~, Let (j{ be a von Neumann algebra on H 
aml let X be a vector in H • If z E [(!(. x] there is an opera-
tor B in (f0 and a closed (densely-defined) operator T affili-
a ted (R. such that X E 9:J (T) and z = BTx , 
Proof, Let B,V and y be as in lemma. Let p be the range 
projection of the operator V , i.e. p is the projection onto 
Then p J. is in ~ and we have null(V) = range(V*) H1 = [V(H)] 
L 
range(V) = HL 1 • In particular, y E H1 • v restricted to 
is a 1- 1 mapping of onto the dense linear manifold 
V(H) in H1 • Define T to be the operator in H with domain 
of definition ~(T) = V(H1 ) ED H~ and T(Vh1 ® h2 ) = h1 ; h1 E H1 
.L 
h 2 E H1 • 
It is a routine matter to verify that T is a closed densely-
defined operator in H that is affiliated (.JG • Since Vy = x E H1 
we have x E ~(T) and Tx = y • Thus BTx = By = z • 
Corollary 2 (T-theorem). Let (~ be a finite von Neumann algebra 
on H and let x be a vector in H • If z E [~ x] there exists 
a closed (densely-defined) operator T affiliated OQ such that 
x E ~(T) and Tx = z, 
= 
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Proof. Immediate consequence of Corollary 1 and the theory 
outlined above of operators affiliated a finite von Neumann 
algebra. Specifically, the operator BT in Corollary 1 has a 
(densely-defined) closure which is affiliated 0(, 
We end this section by stating a theorem about finite von Neumann 
algebras referring to [13], [17; Proposition 2.9.2] and 
[3; Chapter I, § 6; 3 & Chapter III, § 1; 5] for proofs. 
We need the following definition. 
Definition 3.5. A vector X in the HUbert space H is said 
to be a trace vector for a von Neumann algebra (}0 on H if X 
is separating for (K and (ABx,x) = (BAx,x) for all A and B 
in (}G. In other words, wx loc is a faithful trace on 00. 
Theorem 3.6. If ~ is a finite von Neumann algebra acting on H 
with a cyclic and separating vector in H then ct' is finite, 
and there is a vector x in H which is a cyclic trace vector 
for ~. Then x is also a trace vector for 00• . For each A 
in 00 there is a unique A1 in OL' such that Ax= A'x • The 
mapping A ... A 1 is a *-antiisomorphism of (}( onto 0<..• • The 
cyclic and separating vectors for ()(_ coincide. 
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4. MAIN RESULTS. 
itle state and prove a theorem that will be crucial in what 
follows and which seems to be of some independent interest. 
Theorem 4.1. Let 'l?L be a von Neumann algebra on H with a 
separating vector x in H • Let ~ be a finite von Neumann 
subalgebra of f{fV. If M E "11-&· r.nd Mx E elt-xJ then M E 1ft, • 
Proof. By the . T-theorem for finite von Neuma'nn algebras (Cor. 2 
to Lemma 3.4) we have Nx = Tx for some closed operator T affi-
liated fVL-. Now N' T c TN' for each N• in 11.,' and so, in 
particular, we have since '111' c 1t_t 
MM'x = M'Mx = M'Tx = TM'x 
for each IV!' E '111.) • Thus T and M agree on the set ('11V'x} 
which is dense in H since x is separating for ~. hence 
cyclic for ~ [3; p,6). Since M is bounded an<l. T is closed 
we must have ~(T) = H and M = T • Also TT)% implies T E '{1.;. 
So M E 'h1 • 
Definition 4.2. Let ~ be a von Neumann algebra on the Hilbert 
space H with a separating vector x in H • Let p be a 
projection in 03 (H) (not necessarily in Qtl, or 1/'lt' l) such that 
(i) x E range(p) = p(H) • 
(ii) p~'P generates a finite von Neumann algebra 
(}0 on p(H) such that tR, has a separating 
vector. 
Then we say p is a finite projection associated with~ and x. 
We denote these projections by P(~1 x) • 
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Remark 1.. Let p E P(11'1/,x) and let (JL be the von Neumann 
algebra generated by P?h) p on p(H) • Since x is separating 
for f}n 1 hence cyclic for l}n1 1 it folloWS that X is cyclic 
for 0<_. Now the cyclic and separating vectors for (/( coincide 
since tiL is a finite von Neumann algebra (Theorem 3.6), Hence 
x is a separating vector for (k , 
Remark 2, An important subfamily of P(~ 1 x) is Q(Wt,x) 
characterized by the property that q E Q(I/)'L,x) iff x E range(q) 
and q~'q is an abelian family of operators, Indeed, if 
q E Q(~n,x) then q1n'q generates an abelian, hence finite, 
von Neumann algebra ~ on q(H) , Since x is a cyclic vector 
for e it follows that ( is maximal abelian in (6 (q(H)), i,e, 
8 = 6• (3; Chapter I,§ 6; 3). So x is separating for t, 
Theorem 4.3. Let 170 be a von Neumann algebra on H with a 
separating vector x in H • Then there is a 1-1 correspondence 
between the family F(1)'1) of finite von Neumann subalgebras of 
11t and the family of projections P(~1 x) defined in Definition 
4. 2. Specifically, if lJ1., E F (1}1.) then 1'1/ correfjponds to the 
projection pl)v in P(7iL,x) whose range is [IJt,x] and we have 
11., = fh'L' u p1'1)' • Also, Cfv is *-antiisomorphic to the von 
Neumann algebra generated by p/1'[/tv'lhv on ('h.x] • 
This correspondence preserves ordering, i.e, 1t1 c /h2 for 
11.1 , 'J-L2 E F(1rt-) if and only if Prn, 1 _s p11. 2 , r.loreover, if 
'h.1 , 'Yle, 'ti.E F(<1Yv) such that 111 u fv 2 c 1-v then pA rv... = n An • 
·.t.1 · ·•12 111 m2 
Proof, Let /fv be a finite von Neumann subalgebra of r'Jrv and let 
P<Jv be the projection onto c?vxJ • Then p'i'V E IJL• and the 
central carrier of Pryu is the identity operator on H since X 
is cyclic for 'f'n.• 
' 
hence cyclic for tv• 
' 
and so 1v is 
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*-isomorphic to the von Neumann algebra 1{1p!IV on [tfvx] (of. 
(3; Chapter I, § 1 & § 2]), Now x E (~x] is separating for 
In fact, let N E ?v and let Np0 JC = Nx = 0 • Then N = 0 
since x is separating for ~ and so Np = 0 
is cyclic for 1LP% and so x is separating for 
Clearly x 
(fhp!Y) 1 • Now 
and since (~p1v) 1 is a finite von Neumann algebra (Theorem 3.6) 
it follows that Pm,?11..' ptJl generates a finite von Neumann algebra (}(_ 
on range(pfl!-) = ['ftx] • Clearly x is separating for 01!. , So 
Prrv E P(cm,,x) • Note that x is cyclic for (k , i'le shall prove 
shortly that (]( = <11 p ) I fh-
by Theorem 3,6, 
and so 1u is *-antiisomorphic to (k 
Now let tJt 1 ,l}t2 E F('Y!t) • Then obviously ·11.1 c IJ'L2 implies 
p'l\
1 
;: Pn
2 
• On the other hand, assume p'lt1;: p'11.. 2 • Then .for 
N1 E '}'(1 we have N1x E [ 1h1 x] c [?l2x] and so N1 E 1!.2 by 
Theorem 4,1, Hence <rt-1 c '11 2 if and only if p'l\1 
,::; ptlt
2 
• This 
proves that the mapping 11..-::> p'n = ['/tx] is a 1-1 order-isomor-
phic map of F('J'h) into P(~(i\., x) • We also have that if 1t E F('i'f'L.) 
and p<ttM =Mpq.._ for M E'h\.then N E 1h.,. In fact, Mx = Mpi}Vx = 
p"l\.Mx E (4!. x) and so M E ~ by Theorem 4.1. Hence we have 
11 = ?nn ( P rv<) I = (!WL.' u PmJ I • 
-··-· 
Let 'US return to the situation above where <}( E F(flrL) and 
m is the finite von Neumann algebra generated by p~1ft 1 p~ on 
range(p ) = rftx] , (k is a subalgebra of the finite von Neumann 
I}\._ 
algebra (~p~) 1 on [1tx) and both have the cyclic and separating 
vector x E (~x] By what we have just proved this implies 
{fl._ = {It pl}1)' and so CfL. is *-antiisomorphic to {]( • 
Next we prove that if p E P(!]n,x)then there exists?-t E F('h'u) 
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such that p··= pll'L= MxJ, Indeed, define~= {?rL'Up)', Then 
rJ'v is a von Neumann subalgebra of ?Jv and also p E ?1..,' , By 
[3; Chapter I, § 2; Proposition 1] we have that P?lt'P generates 
the von Neumann algebra p?l'p = (~p)' on p(H) , By Remark 1 
preceding this theorem we conclude that (10p)' is a finite 
von Neumann algebra with x E p(H) a cyclic and separating vector 
for (<'J,vp)' , Hence rflp is a finite von Neumann algebra on p(H) 
(Theorem 3.6), Now 1u is *-isomorphic to 1Gp since the central 
carrier of p E 1t' is the identity operator on H and so 1'/t; is 
finite, i,e, 1v E F(~) , Also x is cyclic for 1lP and so 
p(H) = ['fl,.px] = [IJtx] = range(p'fv) , hence p = Prn.. Thus the 
mapping 1t ... Pm.- from F((}n,) to P(?/t,x) is onto. 
It remains to show that if 1l 1 ,?t 2 ,11E F(hv) such that 
Clearly 
Now let y E range(p'" A pllt ) = ['ft 1x] n (!ft..2xJ , By the T-theorem 
"1 2 
for finite von Neumann algebras (Corollary 2 to Lemma 3,4) there 
exist closed operators T1 and T2 in H such that 
T 1 11 'h.1' 
T1TJfh, 
Hence 
in H 
TTJ !Jt,1 
T2TJ~2 
' 
x E <lJ(T 1 ) n 5:J(T2 ) and y = T1x = T2x • Clearly 
T 11 (h_, 2 since 'h1 u 'h2 c fJv • Let N' E 'f<.-' • Then 
\ 
T1 
and 
and 
and T2 
so T1 
TT} ?t2 
= 
agree on the dense set (<fv'x) b (?rv'x}) 
T2 by Lemma 3.3. Let T = T1 = T2 , Then 
and so by Lemma 3, 2 TTJ (!Jv 1 dh.-2 ) By the 
remarks at the end of Section 2 we conclude that y = Tx E !9L1 n'f1.2lxJ. 
Hence and so 
This concludes the proof of the theorem, 
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Corollary 1. Let 1n; be a von Neumann algebra on H with a 
separating vector x in H • Then the mapping t ~ ~ = [6 x] 
induces a 1 -1 order-isomorphic correspondence between the family 
A(i}tV) of abelian von Neumann subalgebras ( ffl of (hv and the 
family of projections Q(~Jx) defined above (Remark 2 to Defini-
tion 2,2). Q(?rL,x) is closed in the strong-operator topology. 
hE A(f!YJ) is maximal abelian in (}1'(_, if and only if Pg E (f/n 1 U '6'} 11 • 
Proof. It is an in@ediate consequence of the theorem that the 
restriction of the mapping 1t E F(l)r{_) _, p!YV E P(tfrt ,x) to A('}'rl) 
is onto Q(rnt ,x) • 
Now let (~} c Q(~,x) and ~ ~ q in the strong-operator 
topology, Then clearly q is a projection and x E range(q) 
I I 'l'hl (')(I) Let H1 , N2 E Jv , Then qN1 q qN2q = 
l~m( qa.N~qa.) ( qrx,N~ qa) ·,: ( qN2q) ( qN1 q) • So 
l~m(qa.N1%_)(%N2qa) = 
q1tt 1q is a commutative 
family of operators and so q E Q(~,x) • Hence Q(<fVL ,x) is 
closed in the strong-operator topology, 
Assume 13 E A(rm) is maximal abelian in m. Then 1rt. n (; 1 =g 
and so p€ = ['t' x] E tS 1 = (11\ n-0 1 } f = (1n.' u e }11 • Conversely, 
assume P~ E (~rt.' U (;}II = mvn "6' J • Since !fru• c (1n' ul§ }11 we get 
(111. 1 u Pa J 11 c (il1l n Y3 • 1 1 • Taking commutants we have 9n.. n 6 1 c (.h.'upel 1, 
By the theorem we have t) = (?rl 1 u p/3}' and so 
'£c?nn'G'c(?r1.'u Pr,} 1 =~.Hence ~=1Jtn)$ 1 and so(/§ is 
maximal abelian in 'ln.. 
Corollary 2. Let ?11..; be a finite von Neumann algebra on H with 
a cyclic and separating vector. Let 1v be a von Neumann sub-
algebra of f/rt, with a cyclic and separating vector. Then 1c = fJrv, 
Proof. Let x E H be a separating vector for ?nv. Then clearly 
x is separating for 1?._ and so is cyclic for 1v by Theorem 3.6. 
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Hence x is a joint cyclic and separating vector for ~ and ~ 
and so [~x] = [4txJ = the identity operator on H • By the 
theorem we have 'It = ?1'0 • 
Rbmarks. In [10] Kadison proved Corollary 2 using a different 
approach and he showed. that the hypothesis of finiteness is essen-
tial. In fact, in the same paper he constructs an example of a 
type I factor 9r~ on a separable Hilbert space H with a cyclic 
and separating vector x and a proper type I subfactor ~ with 
the same cyclic and separating vector x • Indeed, let K be a 
Hilbert space of dimension ?( 0 • Let H = K ® K ® K and let 
1n.-= @(K)®Cii(K)® IK, f}v = Q3(K)rg,IK®IK, where IK is the 
identity operator on K • Then 1u is,a proper type I subfactor 
of the type I factor ?n. It is easy to see that m, rn. I ,flu 
and ~~ each have cyclic vectors in H , By [6] 1rt, 1'/1., 1 , 9t. and 
t~ 1 have a joint cyclic vector x which accordingly will be 
jointly cyclic and separating for thv and ~. 
Let K, H and f)n be as above and let 1/1.-1 = Ot ® (]3 (K) ® IK , 
where ()?__. is a maximal abelian von Neumann subalgebra of (}3 (K) • 
Then Gt1 is a type I (non-factor) proper von Neumann subalgebra 
of 1n, By [6] there exists a joint cyclic and separating vector x 
for 'fn and l(l1 , Moreover, every maximal abelian von Neumann 
subalgebra of 1w1 is maximal abelian in 1rv, a fact which is 
readily verified, 
Example, In Theorem 4,3 we proved that for 
"h.., tJ.1 E F(i)%) if 1-L-1 U 11.2 generates a finite von Neumann sub-1 2 
algebra of ?rL. In particular, if ~ itself is finite this is 
always so, However, if ?rt is infinite it is not true in general 
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that p'l\. n•t.- = p'lt A ptt for ?1.- 1 1 I 2 1 2 
and . rp-~..-2 in F (f/n.-) • We shall 
this (Proposition 4.4). construct an example illustrating 
First some preliminary discussion. 
Let H be a Hilbert space of dimension ~ o • Then we can 
find two distinct self-adjoint unbounded operators that agree on 
a dense set in H , For example, let H = L2([0,1]) with 
Lebesgue measure on [0,1] • Let T1 be the operator in H with 
and 
X ~(T 1 ) = (fE L2 ([0,1])if(x) = Jg(t)dt +constant, 
0 
g E L2 (l0,1J) , f(O) = f(1)) 
(T1 f) (x) = -if' (x) for f E JJ (T 1) , 
Let T2 be the operator in H with 
X ~(T2 ) = (fE T,2 ([0,1J)if(x) = jg(t)dt + constant , 
0 
g E L 2 ( [ 0 1 1 ] ) , f ( 0) = e -H f( 1 ) , A. E ( 0, 1 ) ) 
and 
Then T1 and T2 are self-adjoint and agree on the set 
2 . X (fEL ((0,1J)if(x) = Jg(t)dt, g E L2 ([0,1J) , 
0 
f(O) = f(1) = 0} 
which is dense in L2 ([0,1)); of. [15; § 119) , 
since :D(T1) I £l(T2) • 
Proposition 4.4. There exists a type I factor 0u, acting on 
co 
a separable Hilbert space H with a separating vector x , and 
two abelian von Neumann subalgebras U 1 and 82 of ?n_, such that . 
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p~ A p\'?2 f. Pfi;1 n<62 ' where Pe = [<31x] , %2 = c6'2xJ and 1 1 
Pf31 n'62 = ((01 nei 2)x] 
Proof. Let K be a Hilbert space of dimension Ko and let T1 
and T2 be two distinct unbounded self-adjoint operators that 
agr&e on a dense set in K • Let (Yn1 be a countable dense set 
in K contained in f1J (T1 ) n ~(T2 ) such that T1yn = T2yn for 
each n , 
Consider the von Neumann algebra 11t- = cB (K) ® IK on the 
co 
separable Hilbert space H = K ® K , where K is the standard 
co co 
Hilbert space of dimension )\
0 
~is in Dixmier 1 s terminology 
an "ampliation" of a3 (K) and is isomorphic to (13 (K) , hence a 
type I factor [3; Chapter I, § 2; 4] • 
co 
It consists of copies 
of operators in (B(K) "along the diagonal", where we are having 
in mind the standard unsymmetric realization of K®K 
- co as the 
Hilbert sum of K a countable number of times, cf. [ 3; Chapter I, 
§ 2; 3] Accordingly we will denote elements in H = K®K by co 
[zn} = 2 where z E K and n~111 znll < co • We will denote elements n· 
fJ'Iv b;>' ~ ~ (ME 0?J (K)) ~ in M where M = M® I'K • in other words, M 
' ' = ~ ~ 
is a copy of M along the diagonal. Let T1 = T1 ®I~, T2= T20I~ 
be the copies of T1 and T2 , respectively, along the diagonal, 
~ ~ 
It is an easy observation that T1 and T2 are self-adjoint 
operators in K ®l\x, with domains of definition 
Choose a Sequence ( ' } of non-zero real numbers such that 
"n 
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C£ 
2: I "n 1
2
\1 Y n 11
2 
< 00 • 
n=1 
00 2 2 
2: I "nl \IT 1Yn\l < = and n=1 
00 2 2 
2: lt.nl IIT2Yn\l < oo • 
n=1 
Then X = f "nYn} is a separating vector for 11v in H = K0 K • 
= 
ro CT'1 ) n &OC'r2 ) T'1x 
~ f T2 Besides X E and = T2x • Since T1 we 
~ I T'2 have T1 • 
a:.. 
Let = I ;\F(d;\) 
-00 
be the spectral resolu-
tions of T1 
0::, 
and T2 , respectively. Then it is easily seen that 
co 
, T'2 = I )..F(dA) are the spectral resolutions of T1 = _.lAE(d~) 
-= ~ ~ 
T1 and T2 , respectively. 
Let C1 
'Yn.; genera ted by 
and 'S 2 be the abelian von Neumann subalgebras of 
[i(o)IO Borel set in E) and [F(o)IO Borel 
set in JR.) , respectively. Then clearly T 1 11 (') 1 and T'2 11 tf 2 • 
By remarks at the end of Section 2 we have T'1x E (t1x] and 
T2x E (6 2 x] • Hence 
We want to show that T 1 X $ (('& 1 n ~2)x] • Assume to the 
contrary that T1x E (())'1 n'G'2)x] • Since 1()1 n '62 ' being abelian, 
is a finite von Neumann algebra on H with separating vector x , 
there is by Corollary 2 to Lemma 3.4 an operator S in H affi-
'0'1 n '6'2 ZJ)(s) 
~ liated with X E such that T1x = Sx • Since 
s 11 0'1 
~ (ti1xJ, obviously we get that T1 and s agree on the set 
which is dense in H since X is cyclic for 1rL' (c;: '6';) 
• By 
N Analogously we have S = T2 Lemma 3.3 we conclude that S = T'1 • 
~ 
and hence T1 = T'2 , a contradiction. So we have T1x ~ ((b 1 n'62)x~. 
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This shows that Pw n '(S f p,, A Pw • 
1::>1 2 [) 1 "'2 
Remark. A natural question to ask in connection with Theorem 4.3 
is the following: if 1&1 and ?u2 are two finite von Neumann 
subalgebras of 111.1, i.e, %11 'h. 2 E F(11"L-) , such that h-1 u ~ c ?u 
for some is 
the (finite) von Neumann subalgebra of 1n generated by 'lt1 and 
112 ? The answer is no in general as the following simple example 
shows, 
Let ?rt be a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra on a four-
dimensional Hilbert space. By choosing an appropriate basis we 
may assume that 
Clearly, the vector 
Let 
( ( ~ 13 & ~) I ct I 13 I li I y E Q)) • ~ 
x = ( ! ) is separating for 1n.-. 
(g 1 = ( ( 6act ~) fl 1 13 E (!) } 
and 
be two abelian subalgebras of 'hi and let t}3 be the (abelian) 
subalgebra of 1tv generated 
that p., f Pv.> V P-e5 ' i.e. 
"3 ""1 2 
by '61 and ~ 2 • VIe want to show 
l~3x] f [~ 1 x) v [~2x) , Now 
range([i'11x) v [~2x)) = (C 1x+ c2x!C 1 E 61 , c2 E ZS2J , 
since in a finite-dimensional space all linear subspaces are closed, 
Let (~2 1~) E ~1 c1 o) c1 = and c2 = o o0 E ~2 • 
Then 
G2 o) re1 u ~ 2 J II c1c2 = 0 00 E ()3 = . 
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If [ t8, 3x] = [ ~ 1x] V [ ~ 2x] we must have 
(o 1o2 )x = D1x + D2x for some D1 E b 1 and D2 E 0 2 ; since 
x is separating for 1ht it follows that o1o2 = D1 + D2 • 
Hence we must have 
for some a,~,o,y E $ , But this is readily verified to be 
impossible. Hence we have [b 3x] I ( ~ 1xJ V [~ 2x] • 
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5. GROUP ACTION ON P(fn,,x) AND CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS. 
Let 1n_, be a von Neumann algebra on H with a separating 
vector x and let 1h denote the unitary group in 'lTIJ. We want 
to study the mapping ?;; x P(l)n,x) _, P(1n_,x) defined by 
(\1, P ~) ... Pu* 1W , where '/1_.~ is in F(r'/n) , i.e. the family of 
finite von Neumann subalgebras of 1?t(cf,Thm,4.3). Under this map~g 
( 1l.t,P(1YL,x)) becomes a (right) transformation group and we would 
like to investigate the continuity properties of the said mapping 
when we endow fl{; and P( 1Jh, x) with the ( relati vi zed) strong-
operator topology. [Recall at this stage that the strong-operator 
and weak-operator topologies coincide on the unitary operators 
in t13(H), cf. (9; p.51]. From the observation that p- (I-p) = 
2p- I is a unitary operator for each projection p in ~(H) 
it follows that the strong-operator and weak-operator topologies 
also coincide on the projections in d3 (H)]. 
We first show (Proposition 5.2) that for 11.. E F(ftl1.) fixed 
the mapping U _, Pu*%U is continuous from 'lu into P(1n ,x) • · 
We then proceed to show in Theorem 5.5 that if x is a trace 
vector for r;n..., in particular, 1n is finite, the mapping 
(U,pf1·t--) _, Pu*1'lU is jointly continuous from 1Lx P('m,x) onto 
P(lftv,x) 1 in other words, ( 1/A.,,p(f}n,x)) is a topological trans-
formation group, cf, Definition 5.4. Finally we establish in 
Theorem 5.8 the close corresondence that exists between P(1n,x) 
and the family ~(~) of conditional expectations (cf, Definition 
5. 6) of IJ1L onto its various von Neumann subalgebras which is . pr.eseJ:L-
ved by the faithfUl t.race wxlll'Y\] i.e. wxlm1.J•cp= wxh,'0for cp E ~('Wt) • 
We start our proofs by showing the following lemma which we 
shall need to prove the ensuing proposition. 
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Lemma 5,1. Let '1tl be a finite von Neumann algebra on the Hilbert 
space H and let x E H be a separating vector for 'hv. Let 
(xn} be a sequence of vectors in H converging to x • Then the 
sequence (pn} of projections in 0(H) converges in the strong-
operator topology to the projection p in ~(H) , where 
p = [f!Jt,x) • 
P = [1/ix l, n n-
Proof. By the remarks above it is sufficient to prove that (p } n 
converges to p in the weak-operator topology. Since the unit 
ball of v3(H) is compact in the weak-operator topology it is 
therefore enough to prove that any weak-operator convergent subnet 
of (pn} converges to p in the weak-operator topology, So let 
be a subnet of (p } n converging to c(_;: 0) in the weak-
operator topology. We are through if we can show that c = p. 
Since xn' - x it is easily seen that Pn,P _, p 1n the strong-
operator topology and, consequently, Pn,P _, p in the weak-operator 
topology. Now Pn 1 P _, cp in the weak-operator topology and so 
p = cp . Taking adjoints we have p = cp = pc • Hence 
c = pep + (I-p)cp + pc(I-p) + (I-p)c(I-p) = p + (I-p)c(I-p) _;: p 
We observe that p and the , Pnl s are projections in 0~ 1 
and so, in particular, c is in 1Vc1 • Now ['71l 1 x] = H since x 
is separating for ·Jr,_, and so Pn 1 ·< p for all n 1 , where -< de-
notes the partial ordering of projections in ~nL 1 [3; Chapter III, 
§ 1; Thm,2] • So there exists for each n 1 a partial isometry 
in 1r'C such that Now p = ['?fu] 
is a finite projection in fht- 1 since tl11_, is a finite von Neumann 
algebra [17; Proposition 2.9.5]. Hence there exists a faithful 
family ( -r j I j, E J} of normal semifini te traces on (111.. 1 ) + such 
that -rj(p) < oc for all j E J [17; Lemma 2,5.3]. We have 
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r j ( Pn, ) = rj(vn~vn,) = rj(vn,vn~) < r j ( p) and rj(c) 
< lim inf T j ( Pn , ) ~ r j ( p) for all j E J [3; Chapter I, § 6· 
' 
1]. 
n' 
In conjunction with c ~ p this gives us r . ( c-p) J = 0 for all 
j E J and so c = p • This completes the proof. 
Remark. The assumption that 'n?. is finite in the above lemma is 
crucial. In fact, if ~ is infinite there exists a separating 
vector x for 'hv and a sequence (xnJ of vectors converging 
to x such that the sequence of projections (['m.xn]} does not 
converge to [*~x] in the strong-operator topology. We indicate 
shortly how we show this. Decomposing tfn by a central projection 
into a direct sum of its finite part and its properly infinite 
part (of, [3; Chapter I, § 6; 7]) we may reduce the situation 
to ~tubeing properly infinite with a separating and cyclic vector. 
By [3; Chapter I, § 2; Prop, 5 & Chapter III, § 8; Cor, 2] W0 is 
spatially isomorphic to 111-1 0 03 (H00) acting ori H1 0 Hc:o, where 
has dimension )<.)' 
0 and lfrt-1 is a von Neumann algebra on H1 
with a separating and cyclic vector. From this we see easily 
that 1rL has a separating vector x which is not cyclic for 'ftu, 
By [6] the cyclic vectors for 'lru are dense and so we can find a 
sequence (xn} of cyclic vectors converging to X Since 
[~rtxn] = I for each n the sequence of projections { [1n xn]} 
does not converge in the strong-operator topology to ['hLx] I I • 
ProJ20Sition 5.2, Let 'fl't. be a von Neumann algebra on H with a 
separating vector X and let 'Yu be a finite von Neumann sub-
algebra of ?rL. Then the mapping u ... Pu*1·<-u from the unitaries 
(Lu in '}n, into P(1'1i. ,x) is strong-operator continuous. 
Proof, For U E 'Z-0 we have Pu*~·~-u = [ (U*1h.U)x], i.e. pU*'fl-U 
is the projection onto the closed subspace u*([~(Ux)]) , 
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Let qu denote the projection onto [l}·v (Ux)] • Then u* qu is 
a partial isometry With final space U* ( [1/t, (Ux)]) and so Pu*/)(_ U"' 
* ( * )* * U qu U qu "' u quU Now let ua -a> U0 in the strong-operator 
topology, where all the U' s are in 1.o • Then Uax cr>. u 0x ana U 0 x 
is a separating vector for 1v. By Lemma 5.1 we conclude that 
qu u> qu 
Q 0 
in the strong-operator topology. Also 
in the strong-operator topology since this topology coincides 
with the weak-operator topology on the unitaries ana the * -opera-
tion is weak-operator continuous. Hence U~qU Ua a> U~qU U0 in (), 0 
the strong-operator topology, multiplication being jointly strong-
operator continuous on bounded sets of operators. This shows 
tnat U ~ Pu*rtt-U is strong-operator continuous at U0 E rz<_, and 
the proof is complete. 
Remark. We do not know whether the mapping (U,p/fl.,) ~ Pu*th.U is 
jointly continuous from ({J, X P(q11.-,x) onto P(1f~t.,x) in general. 
However, if x is a trace vector for 1tu (of. Definition 3.5) 
this is so as we shall presently establish. First we give a 
characterization of a trace vector x for 'J10 in terms of the 
family p(i})L.,,x) , repectively P(111-' ,x) , of finite projections 
associated with mana X ' respectively '}'I'L ana X • 
Proposition 5.3. Let l}n., be a von Neumann algebra on H ana 
let x be a cyclic ana separating vector for 1N~. Then x is 
a trace vector for ?n.. (in particular, fJ·rv is finite) if ana only 
if P('ht,x) "' P(rtrL' ,x) • Also, if x is a trace vector for !Jn, 
then P(~,x) is closed in the strong-operator topology. 
Proof. Assume x is a trace vector for rJn, • Since ll'x 11)11., is 
a faithful trace on 'h-2.. we conclude that 1/v-v is finite ana by 
Theorem 3.6 the mapping 111 : 1/tL ~ 1irl' is a *-antiisomorphism, 
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where w(r1) for M in ?YL is the unique operator M1 in q'/11.- I 
~ 
such that Mx = M1x. Thus ~ gives rise to a 1-1 mapping W 
of the family F(~) of (finite) von Neumann subalgebras of 1rG 
~ 
for f/rt1 , where wUJ&) = onto the corresponding family F (tilt- I ) 
~ 
(w(N)INE'}t-} for Cf~,;E F(rJn. .. ). Clearly ['h.-x] = [ $(1& )x] for 
each 'h-E F(tm) and so P(r/lt,x) = P('~/L 1 ,x) by Theorem 4.3. 
Next we assume that P('}YL-,x' = P(tf~l.- 1 ,x) • Let '(5 E F(?n..) be 
an abelian von Neumann subalgebra of 9rt- • Then by assumption 
there exists '6 1 E F(IJit, 
1
) such that Pr:. = [t' x] =[t'1x] = Pr,
1 
• 
From the proof of Theorem 4. 3 we have that Py, 'IYt Pe generates 
the von Neumann algebra Pr_~ ('5 1 Pe on ['6 x] • Now 
ce P-e) I = '6 p'6 since '6p'{:; is maximal abelian on 
a cyclic vector for G Pt, • We also have 
P!f '&I P$ = 
[t;' x] , x being 
We conclude that '6 1pt; = 'G P-e since x is a cyclic vector for 
Ct'x] = ['f 1x] and hence ·e1P-e. is maximal abelian. 
Thus 'e 1 is an abelian von Neumann subalgebra of rth.!_ since 61 
is *-isomorphic to '!ii1 p -o , the central carrier of p '& being I. LJ 1 1 
Now let A and B be operators in 1/lt, B being normal, 
i.e. BB*= B*B , Then B is contained in an abelian von Neumann 
subalgebra '6' of 1ln._.. Let 6 1 E F(1J.t 1 ) such that [£ 1x] = 
['6' x] , We established above that t: 1 is abelian, thus £ 1 
normal operators. Let be a sequence of opera-consists of 
tors in (5 1 such that C X -+ Bx • n Now C - B is a normal opera-n 
tor for each n since Cn and B commute. Thus II (Cn-B)yll = 
II c c~- B* )Y!I for each y in H • Hence C*x _, B*x n • We have 
(ABx,x) = l~m(ACnx,x) = l~m(CnAx 1 x) = 
(BAx,x) • Since each operator in 1tL 
lim(Ax,c*x) = (Ax,B*x) = 
n n 
is the sum of two normal 
operators, we conclude that x is a trace vector for ~t. 
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To prove the remaining part of the proposition let (Pal be 
a net in P(1h,x) such that p ~ p in the strong-operator topo-
a 
logy. Then p is a projection such that x E range(p) = p(H) • 
For arbitrary M' ,N' in !Jn' and any a we have (PaM' PaPaN 'pax,x)= 
(paN'papaM'pax,x) since X is a trace vector for the von Neumann 
algebra generated by Pa ?ru' Pa on Pa (H) , cf. Theorem 3.6 and 
Theorem 4.3. Thus we have (pM'ppN 1 px,x) = (pN 1 ppM'px,x) • From 
this we see easily that (R 1R2x,x) = (R2R1x,x) for R1 ,R2 in the 
von Neumann algebra rl generated by prlit-' p on p(H) , According 
to Definition 4,2 the proof is complete if we can show that x 
is separating for tR because this entails that (/( is finite. 
Assume therefore R E 0( , Rx = 0 
Thus R = 0 
since x is cyclic for ()( • So x is separating for (;€ • 
Remark. If x is a trace vector for the von Neumann algebra 1~. 
on the Hilbert space H we see from the proof of the above propo-
sition that we have the following alternative characterization of 
the family P(l}n_,x) , namely, p E P(1't't- 1 x) iff x E range(p) and 
(p!IT~ppM2px,x) = (pfil;ppM~px,x) for any N; 1M2 E 11l' (compare this 
with Remark 2 to Definition 4.2), 
Before we prove the next theorem we give the following defini-
tion, of. [9; pp. 38-39]. 
Definition 5.4. A (right) topological transformation group (G,X) 
is a topological group G together with a topological space X 
and a continuous map (g,x) ~ xg of G XX into X such that 
x(gh) =(xg)h , and if e is the identity of G , xe = x for 
all g,h in G and x in X • (G,X) is polonais if G and X 
are polonais, i.e. they are separable and metrizable by a complete 
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metric. Similarly we say that (G,X) is Hausdorff if both G 
and X have that property. 
Recall that F(fnt) denotes the finite von Neumann subalgebras 
oi fJrv and <"1.0 denotes the unitary operators in rtfU , 
Theorem 5.5. Let ~;~be a finite von Neumann algebra on the 
Hilbert space H with a separating and cyclic vector and let x 
be a trace vector for ~ • Then (~ 1 P(1~ 1 x)) is a Hausdorff 
(right) topological transformation group under the mapping 
(U ,pfftJ) 
_., Pu*rn. u 
' 
where 1L E F(')n) 
' 
u E 1Al and where flu and 
p((fn_,x) are given the strong-operator topology. If H is separ-
able c10 ,P( 1n_,x)) is polonais, 
Finally, let x1 and x2 in H be two trace vectors for ~ 
and let (1va} be a net in F(~) such that each ~a contains 
the center '£ of t111..- • Let % E F(1h) 'l'hen we have 
p~~~ o;-> p~~) if and only if p~~~ c:;:-> p~/ , where p,}i;~ = 
[fh,axi] E P(\')}t,xi) , p~) = [!Juxi] E PCfht,xi) , i = 1 ,2; converg-
ence being in the strong-operator topology. 
Proof, Let 
logy, where 
For each us 
u~ 11> uo ' ~n 1!> y 
the U's are in 1u 
there is a unique 
in the strong-operator topo-
and the ?'v' s are in F(9n) , 
ul E 1'!1- I such that I f3 u~x = u 13 x 
and I I us 13> uo in the strong-operator topology, where U1 E 1/n) 0 
such that U0 x = U
1 x (Theorem 3.6). Now Pu*n u is the pro-0 f3 y 13 
jection onto the subspace 
The operator is a partial isometry with final space 
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Pu*% u 
0 0 0 
• 
Thus the mapping (U,pqv) ~ Pu*1tU is (jointly) continuous in 
the strong-operator topology. This completes the non-trivial 
part of the proof that (~1 P(1~,x)) is a Hausdorff (right) topo-
logical transformat]on group. 
If H is separable, the unit ball of 0 (H) is polonais in 
the strong-operator topology (3; Chapter I, § 3; 1] • By proposi-
tion 5.3 P(0~,x) is closed in the strong-operator topology and 
so P(f}h .. ,x) is polonais. Also 'lu is a G0 subset of the unit 
ball of (]3 (H) in the strong-operator topology ((5; Lemma 4]) and 
so is polonais ([2; Chapter IX, § 6; Theorem 1]). Thus 
(1G,P(~,x)) is polonais. 
To prove the remaining part of the theorem we first observe 
that with f 1}taJ and 1'u given as stated we have that 11 contains 
the center -v of lfYv. This is so since either p ( 1 ) < p ( 1 ) or 
"' "/., - 1v 
p( 2 ) < p( 2 ) and so by Theorem 4.3 we have :: c rfv • Assume for ~ - r?v Tv 
the moment that we can find a cyclic vector y for 1rv such that 
(1x1] = ('i,y) and (My,y) = (Mx2 ,x2 ) for all M in ?J-u. 
Then there exists a unitary operator U 1 in '}1L such that 
U1 y = x2 (4; Proposition 2.4.1]. Then we have 
(qya(u'y)] = U 1 ((~~ay)) = U 1 ([1~ax1]) for all I ( 1 ) a • Now u p ,. 
-rl .. a 
is a partial isometry with final space and so 
= U1 PSiJa (U 1 P(q:;;a)* = U 1 p~Jau 1 * for all a. Analogously 
we have p~) = U 1 p~~) U1 * . vie infer that pS~) -a> p( 1 ) if 
a 
and only if p~a ct> p~~) , convergence being in the strong-
operator topology. 
It remains to establish that we can find a vector y in H 
with the desired properties. By (3; Chapter III,§ 4; Lemma 1 & 
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Proposition 4] there exists an increasing net {C~) of positive 
operators in tC (not necessarily bounded above) such that 
for every positive operator M in 1n. We want to prove that 
i i 
lim cs x 1 = y exists, Indeed, {C2} is an increasing net of 13 ~ 
operators in t, and so for ~1-<a2 
We conclude from this that 
any 13 1 we have (CS,x1 ,x1) ~ l~m(c 13x 1 ,x 1 ) = (x2,x2) • So 
i 
lim 
13 
C2 x 13 1 = y exists and we have (Mx2 ,x2 ) = (My ,y) for every 
positive M in 1?L and hence for all M in rJru. Clearly y is 
separating for '}11., since wyllllt is faithful, and so y is cyclic 
for rn_ by Theorem 3,6, Obviously y E ['Jfx1] and also y is 
separating for i. p'/{ on p'J_ (H) = [i x1] • Hence y is cyclic 
for j_ P-y:: since jp,.k is maximal abelian on ['l, x1] , This shows 
that x1 E ['f: y] , thus rendering . [ 'f x1] = [?f y] • 
This completes the proof of the theorem, 
Definition 5. 6. Let 1Vtt be a von Neumann algebra and let k be 
a von Neumann subalgebra of ~. A conditional expectation 
on ~ is a positive linear map cp of 11u into 1t such that 
cp(I) = I and cp(NN) = Ncp(M) ; NE 1'U, ME /fn;, By taking adjoints, 
it follows immediately that cp(f1N) = cp (M )N ;NE?-I/,ME1rl. 
We say cp is faithful if cp(M) = 0 for ME 'rtj implies M = 0; 
" 
1\ 
and cp is normal if Ma I Jl1 implies cp(Na_) I cp(J11) • 
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We list some elementary properties of conditional expectations 
in the following proposition and refer to [1; Proposition 6,1,1] 
for proofs. 
Proposition 5, 7, Let f/'Yv be a von Neumann algebra and let cp be 
a conditional expectation on the von Neumann subalgebra 1~ , 
Then 
(i) rp(M)*rp(M) ~ tp(M*M) ; M E f}rv 
(ii) cp is a projection onto 11-'U , i.e,. cp is an idempotent 
and cp ((In) = rJv • 
(iii) Let p be a faithful state on 11L which preserves cp , 
i.e, p orp = p • Then for every ~1 E '/11_,, rp(M) is that 
(unique) element in 1ft which best approximates M in 
1 
the norm !IT lip = p(T*T)2 ; T E !Jtu • 
(iv) Let p be any state which preserves cp , If p is 
faithful, then so is cp ; if p is faithful and normal, 
then cp is normal. 
Remarks. The concept of conditional expectation is very important 
in probability theory. Umegaki [21] showed that for a von Neumann 
algebra having a faithful normal finite trace, ·though non-commu-
tative, one can define the conditional expectation on a given 
von Neumann subalgebra in a most natural way; when the subalgebra 
is the center, for example, this construction yields the center-
valued trace, Tomiyama [20] showed that a conditional expectation 
on }~ can be characterized as an idempotent linear mapping of 1nJ 
on IJ'L having norm 1 , and vlhich leaves the identity fixed. 
Let x be a trace vector for the finite von Neumann algebra f.nL 
acting on the Hilbert space H • It turns out that there is a 
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close relationship between the family of projections P(1n,x) 
and conditional expectations in 1Y/7_,. We are going to make this 
precise in the following theorem where we also construct the con-
ditional expectations in question. First some preliminary remarks. 
Let iJ1(11t) denote the family of conditional expectations of fJn, 
onto its various von Neumann subalgebras which leaves the trace 
wxlmv invariant, i.e. wxlm~..•'i> = wxlm1- for q> E t(fJrt) • For tfu in 
F((/11,) , the family of (finite) von Neumann subalgebras of rJ!tl,, 
let q>tfl- in iJI (f/rn.) denote the conditional expectation on f}v • 
By Proposition 5. 7 (iii) q>()1> is uniquely determined by % , 
ill(~~) is a subset of the locally convex Hausdorff space Q3(~t.~) 
oi bounded linear mappings of fhl into ?rl with the topology of 
pointwise convergence in the strong-operator topology, i.e. 
La a> L in 03 C1rt /ftL) iff La (M) o:-> L(~l) in the strong-operator 
topology for all ~1 in 1'n. We assume iJ1 ('In) is endowed with 
the relativized topology. 
Theorem 5.8, Let 1rv be a finite von Neumann algebra on H and 
let x be a trace vector for 1rv • Let p'lt. E PC1n,x) for some 
fJt E F(tfh.,) • Then 'h,p'l'u = p,)t11'VPrrt.. and the mapping M ... pt)'(,Mpnu 
of lfn onto 1Lp% gives rise to the conditional expectation q>'l't. 
on ~'v such that wxll}'rt. •q>'1V = wxl/)'r\.. , i.e. q>'Yt.E iJI(tm) • In parti-
cular, q>"t. is the center-valued trace Tr , where 1_ is the 
center of t}'JIL, • 
The correspondence between P(rrtl,x) and iJI(rfn.) given by 
p()'i; - 'i>lh, (~ E F(1)1t.)) is a homeomorphism, where p(f/11. ,x) is 
given the strong-operator topology and ill(?fi) the topology of 
pointwise convergence in the strong-operator topology. Further-
more, if fit E F(/fM._) contains the center "J- of m then 
Tr•q>l}u = Tr • 
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Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that x is 
cyclic for 1n. Let % E F(11'i) and let p* E P(1/'G,x) be the 
projection onto [~x) , By proposition 5.3 there exists 
~1 E F(~1 ) such that p1V1 = p?V. 
~P!ft, = p!Yt tfv p'l·v c pi)'Lifltlp(}'V c 
Now 
p ¥fv~ Pry& = (!fu 1 P!fv) 1 • 
Since (~ 1 Pm,) 
1 is a finite von Neumann algebra on ['11, x] with 
a cyclic and separating vector x , and the same is true for 
(yLptn- (of. Definition 4.2), we conclude by Theorem 4,3 that 
1-tp'YV = (]11 pii'V ) I 1)-nd so 'hPryv = Prn., rrrvpfJ'V • 
The mapping Np1-rv ... N (N E <}v) is a *-isomorphism between 
'h Pm., and 1v since the central carrier of p1l... in 'Jt,' is I 
x being cyclic for tL1 [3; Chapter I, § 2; Proposition 2), 
Composing this map with the mapping of~ onto 1vp~= Pn1ttP1v 
defined by M ... p% ~1pi)V (ME 'fn) we get a mapping cp 11.- of 1n 
onto % characterized by cprrt. (M)prn_, = p1t-Mpt}v fo:r all M E lfn. 
Obviously cp '1V is a positive linear map of ~ onto % and 
cp'h;(I) = I , Let M E %, N E i)1;, Then pt}vm1prn; = (Np?'L-)(p%MpJ 
since p')t, E % 1 • Hence cp% (NM) = Ncpftt-(M) , establishing that 
cp 'itJ is a condi tonal expectation on l}rL,, Now for I'i E C)r~ we have 
and so Wx lrt'\'1.., ocp<n- = Wx lrwt. , Hence cpli'V E ~ (#t.) by the definition 
of ii(IJtu) • (Observe that by Proposition 5,7 (iv) cp% is both 
faithful and normal), 
With 'i, the center of 'WL we have for 111 ,r12 E i)n, and z1,Zz E ":/.:. 
(p';t M1 M2p~ z 1x,z2x) = (z;z1M1M2x,x) = (!12z;z 1M1x,x) 
= (M2JVI1Z1x,Z2x) = (pi JVI2!111pjtZ1x,z2x) ' 
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using that x is a ·trace vector :for 1'tL and that p'XS = ( ';t x] E "£. 
Hence p')!M11112 p,..,£ = p~PM2M1 p".( , proving that cp,..k, (M1M2 ) = cp'/{. (M2M1), 
By uniqueness of the center-valued trace we have Tr = cp~i 
(3; Chapter III, § 5; 1], 
Assume next that rn_ E F(fht-) 
and so for M E 1~t we have 
Then 
(cp"'h(cp'\'V(JVI))}p"k = P;t,cptYv(JVI)p'l( = p~ (cptft(JVI)pll'l_)p",f. 
= p':((Pch_,JVIP<n)P-i; = P~",&:~1p'X> =cp~(M)p~. 
since Tr = cp '7(;, • Hence cp"f. ocp?'V = cp "f- and so Trocp 'l't.. = Tr 
The mapping Pqv ... cp% for ?L E F(fJ11..-) 
P(C/n,x) and ~(~tl) (of. 'rheorem 4.3). 
is a bijection between 
Let Pn o:-> Pn 
a o 
in 
topoloey 1 
the strong-operator/, where the 1Yv s are in F('frt) , and let 
JVI E '1'n . For f1 1 E "ht.1 we have 
I I 1 cp'~'t-a (M) (JVI x) = (f1 cp1t-a (r1)) (p'ttax) = (JVI p'ltar1p~x 
o;-> (JVI 1 Pryl Mp'Vl_, )x = (JVI 1cp't1.. (JVI)p'h- )x = cp% (M)(M 1 x) , 
0 0 0 0 0 
Since \!cpn,(JVI)II .::; Ur1JJ for 1tE F(trl,) and (lfl'l.. 1 x} is dense in H 
we conclude that cpl)-la (N) c;:-> cp¥
0
(JVI) in the strong-operator 
topology, 
Conversely, let cp'l'v c;:-> cp"" in the topology of pointwise 
o, 1Lo 
strong-operator convergence, where the 1v 1 s are in F(0t) • 
Let M E 1n. . Then 
PtYta (JVIx) = (p'lrlall'[pllva)x = (cp'YL.a (JVI)p<ft..a)x = cp~M)x 
-> cp," (M)x = Pn" (r1x) • a ·rL0 ,,0 
Since {Wtx} is dense in H we conclude that 
the strong-operator topology. 
Pn -> P<l" a a •o 
in 
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Remark 1. By the above theorem and Theorem 5.5 we can organize 
(1L,~~K)) into a topological transformation group by the mapping 
(U,cpt)t..) .... cpU*tJ'lU , where U E 'lu, n E F(ify!_) • 
Remark 2. By the above theorem we may draw as a corollary the 
result proved in Theorem 5.5 using a different approach, namely 
that for x1 and x2 two trace vectors for 1}L, convergence in 
P(~,x 1 ) coincides with convergence in P(1M,x2 ) if we adhere 
to von Neumann subalgebras of ~ containing the center of ~ 
(of. Theorem 5.5). In fact, rn_, E F(1Yl.) and 1t :::> "f_ implies 
Trocp~ = Tr • This uniquely determines cp1U (regardless of the 
trace vector x), a fact which is readily verified. Together with 
the topological homeomorphism between P(in,x) and ~(~~) proved 
in the above theorem this immediately gives us the result quoted. 
(Notice that we do not have to assume that x is a cyclic trace 
vector to get this; we could also have avoided that assumption 
in the proof of Theorem 5.5). 
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